Abstract. In this paper, we do image magnification based on Gauss Distribution Function on Kriging Method. Firstly, we process the digital image matrix is to continuous block matrices. Secondly, we simulate and enlarge the matrices with Gauss Distribution Function. Finally, we compare the quality of enlarged images between Gauss and Multi-Quadric method on average Euclidean distance . We figure out Gauss Function does better both in gray images and color ones. Besides, we find out that the most suitable parameter value c is 1.305 in gray image and 1.28 in color image. Above all, we enlarge figures with better function and find out the most suitable parameter values in this method.
Introduction
Under the development of computer and Internet technologies, a lot of difficult issues and research problems have been solved gradually. Image processing has made great progress as well. Growing demand for digital image information has prompted the development of image processing technology. It has been made a great progress in this area, some algorithms even applicable systems have been exploited. [1] But most are limited to the theoretical discussion, which can't put into practice.
In the paper, we choose the method of Gauss distribution function to enlarge the image. On one hand, we want to find out which method can gain smoother image [2] . On the other hand, we want to figure out the parameter problem issues based on Gauss distribution function.
Image Enlargement Process

Radial Basis Function
Radial basis function is a function basis, which is obtained by a unary function in Euclid distance. It is a function of :
generates the function spaces, which is called the radial basis function space derived from [3] .
As long as   
Frequently-used radial basis functions are as follows [5] : (1) The method of Kriging Gauss distribution function:
(2) The Multi-Quadric distribution function: 
In this paper, we do enlargement based on Gauss distribution function:
Magnified by 2 × 2 Continuous Block Matrix
We transfer interpolation in digital image processing into radial basis interpolation problem. A set of data points sized M × N can be showed as   . Image   , f x y can be expressed through the function relationship between x and y . So, the function is defined by [8] 
Satisfy the condition
And the K should be nonsingular [7] .
The image matrix sized 200 200  is processed 2 2  discrete and continuous block matrices (refer with: Fig.1 ), then we simulate the lock matrices and do enlargement. Finally we amalgamate the matrices. Method for continuous block matrices is used for in following experiments. 
Experiment I-Results of Gray and color Image on New Method and the Comparison
Based on method of Gauss distribution function, we do magnification by MATLAB. We choose some character pictures and some scenery pictures to de the experiment (refer with: Fig.2 ). 
Comparison of Multi-Quadric and Gauss Function
We grab the different  to do comparison. 
The smaller  is, the better the magnified image is.
Discussion about properties on 
In this part, we take different levels of number of c into the radial basis function. In order to find out which method is better, we choose to compare quality of images by  (refer with: Table 1 ). 
Conclusion I
Method of Gauss function is better on the quality of magnification.
Parameter Issue Problem of the Gauss Distribution Function of Gray and Color Image
In order to quantify the influence of parameters on the magnified images, We choose a blue sea image, changes of magnification effect under different parameters (refer with: Fig.3 ). It is apparent that when c is smaller than about 1, images are quite clear and in good quality. But when c is bigger, the corresponding images have serious mosaic phenomenon. Make up p = 100, we make a table on the variation results (refer with: Table 2 ) and draw a picture with much more points (refer with: Fig.4) . Points of axis of abscissas are parameters, points of axis of ordinates are the values of  . In order to quantify the same to the color images, we also choose blue sea image (refer with: 
Conclusion II
From the results, along with the increase of the value of c to about 1.305 for gray images (1.28 for color images, the same below), value of average Euclidean distance  is decreasing, the downtrend
